
ORBEX SPONSORS ELEIKO WEIGHTLIFTING TRAINING -
 Halmstad, May 17, 2016– Orbex, an international leader in online
forex trading, has once again confirmed its genuine commitment to
supporting sports and healthy lifestyle. The company was honored to
sponsor the Eleiko Weightlifting Training in Halmstad, Sweden.
Organized by Orbex’ long-term sports partner CrossFit Limassol, the
event was aiming to help WODWARS Competition winners achieve
their peak performance and prepare for upcoming CrossFit
competitions. Orbex has endorsed two prominent CrossFit athletes,
Elia Navarro (Spain) and Klaus Uggerhoj (Denmark), who embody the
#TradeFit lifestyle and values through exemplary sports performance
and stand-out work in promoting and facilitating wider adoption of
the healthy way of life. All the participants of the training had an
opportunity to train at the legend Eleiko Sports Center. Eleiko is a
leading weightlifting equipment producer and a pacesetter for the
fitness industry. Some of the best weightlifting coaches in the world
were assisting the athletes to practice the exercises in barbell
movements and learn the principles of maximizing the power. Given
the widespread impact professional athletes have on society, Orbex is
pleased to work with sports enthusiasts and organizations that align
with its vision of responsible business. Orbex strives to efficiently
enhance the participation of general public in physical activities and
promote devotion to a healthy lifestyle.     About Orbex Orbex is a
global award-winning online forex broker, fully licensed and
regulated, specializing in the provision of access to the world’s
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biggest and most liquid financial markets. Since its founding in 2009,
Orbex aims to build the responsible development of the global online
trading services market by empowering investors with smart online
tools backed by customer service to help them focus on new market
opportunities. About Eleiko Eleiko is a leading international fitness
equipment provider. It offers a wide range of products for
weightlifting: bars and barbells, platforms, racks, benches, and
accessories. Eleiko strives to serve athletes worldwide with methods
and products to obtain and develop maximum physical strength in the
world of weightlifting. About CrossFit Limassol CrossFit Limassol
is the first affiliate box in Cyprus. It is known as the chief organizer of
local and international competitions that take place in Cyprus.
CrossFit Limassol is visited by famous lifters and CrossFitters,
visiting Cyprus.
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